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Christina Szekeres here. And I've decided to spill the beans on how some of your favorite

marketers scale their campaigns up into orbit! This is a secret that's not commonly talked

about, but anyone can learn it when they attend in-person events and get lucky enough to

meet an exhausted marketer who has had too much to drink and start giving a run down on

how they do things at one these industry conferences we all love so much...

Of course, a handbook is inherently limited in it’s ability to deliver content of this magnitude

which is why I strongly encourage you to click here and register for our upcoming Online

“Master Class” where I’ll obviously be better able to illustrate the concepts contained within

the following pages. 

Nevertheless, whether you register for the training or not, I’ve done my best to at least get

you started. 

First, allow me a moment to introduce myself: 

Listen, I wasn’t always one of the world’s most sought after speakers and trainers in this

industry. 

Instead, it’s not that long ago that I was living with my parents in a tiny 2-bedroom

apartment in the suburbs of Budapest, Hungary. (side note: the suburbs in Europe are the

worse areas, unlike in the US where they are the nicer family homes)

In 2012, my dad lost his job because of sudden economic changes in Hungary. 

He was devastated, felt depressed and refused to get out of the house, heck even the bed for

weeks!! It was heartbreaking to see him like that. We had no savings, as typical - lived

paycheck to paycheck. He no longer could provide for the family and the bills kept piling

up… 

That was the moment I realized I have to grow up (I was 21) and step in to become the

breadwinner for the family. It came with a lot of confusion, trial and errors and struggle but

giving up was never an option. 

I needed something to change. I set myself the goal to pay off all of my dad’s debt so we no

longer have to worry about that time of the month when the bills were due! (It was the most

stressful feeling ever, not having the money to pay the bills and the fear of losing our home) 

HEY THERE,

NOTE: This “handbook” is NOT Free. Instead, it’s being given away for free to YOU. It’s content and design is protected under U.S.

copyright laws and any unauthorized redistribution of this guide, it’s content, or it’s training is a violation of said laws and a

punishable criminal offense. While we encourage you to share it’s contents with friends, family, and colleagues, please do so by

sending them to this website: https://book.imqueenconsulting.com/handbook/. Thank you. 

Want to see a quick walk-through?
Click Here to Watch the "Ad Account & Scaling Secrets
Masterclass" to a behind the scenes look now!  
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Given my prior experience with Affiliate Marketing I knew there’s money to be made

online. It was time to stop looking it as a game to make pocket money and start treating it as

a real business.  

I've stumbled upon the power of Facebook Ads - so I did what every marketer would do - I've

started testing different campaign ideas. And truth to be told it didn't take too long to find

my first very profitable campaign: I made over $200k profit in a matter of 3 months!!

Long story short, I paid off ALL of my family's debt, started traveling and fully retired my

parents. 

Life has never looked better!

But a few months later due to a sudden algo change all of my Facebook accounts got disabled

and my system that worked before no longer worked. It felt like my world came crashing

down. 

My ad accounts kept getting flagged and I had no idea what to do next! Later on I learnt it

was a proxy issue because Facebook got smarter and smarter and recognized that all of my

IPs were in the same IP range!!!

I wasted a whole good year trying to figure it all out! That’s when I started networking,

attending every single sausage-fest around the world! Hopping from continent to continent

every other week to attend digital marketing events.

And just like that, I finally found the answers to all of my Facebook ad account issues

because it just so happens that these drunk high-level marketers have been giving me a run

down on how they do things. Secrets that I’m about to show you in today’s training. 
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Facebook Ads

Has Made

Businesses

Millions and

Ordinary

People

Millionaires

In this training I'm going to reveal how we

scale a winning campaign from 1 single ad

account!

At the end of this ebook I’m going to reveal

how I manage to do large spends like you

see on the screenshot above just from one

ad account!!

ULTIMATE GOAL 

AS A FACEBOOK MARKETER IS TO

MAINTAIN A HIGH PAGE SCORE WHILE

BEING ABLE TO SCALE FROM 1 SINGLE

AD ACCOUNT TO PRESERVE SOCIAL

PROOF ON YOUR ADS AND PIXEL DATA

IN YOUR AD ACCOUNT

Engagement = Social Proof = Money

The more social proof you have on your

ads, the more Facebook and the users on

the platform will trust you as an

advertiser, therefore your Conversion Rate

will be higher and you’ll end up making

more money. It’s a win-win for all!

EXCITING NEWS!
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Always be prepared with backup accounts!!

Verify your personal Facebook account

Two-factor authentication using Authy

Send in ID

Verify your address

2 Business Managers (BM) / personal account

5 ad accounts / BM

Remember the 60-day no activity rule

1 URL / store per ad account

Make sure link isn’t blacklisted

check with developer tool “sharing debugger”

developers.facebook.com/tools/debug

DON'T USE EXCESSIVE SYMBOLS, CHARACTERS, OR PUNCTUATION

Landing page must function in all browsers and can’t lead people to a site that is

under construction or an “error page.”

We always make sure to follow a couple of safety precautions. My ads team takes great

care to make sure that everything is up-to-code before they begin working! I've

complied a checklist for you to use:

a.

b.

c.

PRE-CAUTIONS
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COMPLIANCE LEVELS
One of the most important takeaways I got from my Senior Facebook Rep was the 3

Business Manager Compliance levels, this directly affects your ads! Facebook's ad platform

has a variety of review levels depending on what compliance level your Business Manager

belongs to. So even though your ad may start delivering, it can be subject to multiple levels

of review and later be disapproved. There are 3 compliance levels:

GREEN LEVEL
This means that you haven't had any account blocks and your ad accounts

are in good standing. Facebook generally only analyses your ad text for

policy. You will notice FAST ad approvals here. They do not look at your

landing page.

No. 01  — 

YELLOW LEVEL
You have ad accounts with mediocre standing... disapproved ads, maybe an

ad account or 2 disabled. Facebook will check your ad text, your creative

(only image or thumbnail) and a possibly a light scanning of your landing

page.

No. 02  — 

RED LEVEL
This means that you have a Business Manager in bad standing, not good to be

here! It will be difficult to deal with Facebook ads as they will be harsh and

block you for the smallest reasons. Facebook will check your ad text,

creatives, AND take random screenshots of your entire video. They will also

be very harsh with screening your pages, screenshots of videos etc. Expect

tons of disprovals, long ad approval times (probably best to start fresh with a

new BM if this is the case).

No. 03 — 
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Load time of your landing page should be less than 2 seconds

tools.pingdom.com (check load-time within target GEO)

Bounce rate should be decent 

Implement Google Analytics on your page

Excellent: 26-40%

Roughly average: 41-55%

Higher than average: 56-70%

Disappointing: 70%+

Keep Page Score High

Focus on great user experience

Watch negative feedback on ads

Aim for high engagement rate

Ad - Landing Page should be congruent

Don’t run deceptive ads!

Most marketers make the mistake of thinking in order to promote long-term sustainable

accounts you just have to run policy friendly ads. But there are so many other factors at play

here than just staying compliant. Here are some tips for maintaining ad account longevity: 

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Want to see a quick walk-through?
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ACCOUNT LONGEVITY

"It all boils down to user feedback"

Facebook cares about their users' experience on the platform. If you see that something in

your ad or while using Facebook isn't exactly giving a great user-experience make sure to fix

these flaws because they will lead people towards leaving earlier which leads me onto my

next point - it all boils down to user feedback! Feedback as listed above; bounce rate,

engagement rate on your ads, congruency, page load time and the list goes on!

.
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ACE Score QuestionsExpectations

Shipping Time
Set clear

expectations during

the checkout process

Is it longer than
advertised?
Do you provide
tracking?
Can you move
warehouse?

If you’re doing ecom or anything with the Purchase pixel event, after about a week or two

Facebook sends out a little survey in the newsfeed for those users and ask how was the

quality of the product, how was their customer service, how was the shipping time and so

on… So Facebook will start showing surveys to your customers. This is a precaution on

Facebook’s end to eliminate advertisers who’re looking to exploit their platform who are

using deceiving marketing practices like not shipping a product. 

If you're promoting a service or coaching program you need analyze the user experience

you’re providing by taking the comments on your ad post and because Facebook will

return a “score” that measures how positive or negative the text is.

Customer Support
Have a solid, fast
customer support
in place.

Can you
implement a new
software or labor
to streamline the
process?

Product Quality

If something is on
Sale from $100 to
$50 then customer
is expecting a $100
product. Period!!

Does the price
reflect the quality?
Are the pictures
represent the true
product?

PAGE SCORE HACKS
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Remember, your page score is a direct result of the overall business operations and

quality of products you're selling. You really do need to make some fixes to the issues

above outlined and have documentation to prove it to win a Page appeal.
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THE 0.01% CLUB
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Agency Accounts Regular BMsvs

There are currently more

than 9 million advertisers

out there on Facebook.

Only 0.01% of them have
agency account privileges.

They're like the Black

AMEX card - you need to

rack up a YUUUUGE spend

to be considered for an

invitation AND you need to

know someone inside to get

that invite!

You might have seen those

non-compliant looking ads

running on your social

media feed.

What if I told you there was a way to get your ads approved and running immediately?

You could stop worrying about those pesky page scores! Ever wonder why non-

compliant looking advertisements appear from nowhere at all – because these bad boys

come straight out of agency accounts!! 

The senior representative assigned to this account type is on duty 24/7 and will help

you run your campaigns smoothly. Their duty is to make sure you're running

uninterrupted. They have the privilege to reinstate ad accounts or overturn rejected ads

https://imqueenconsulting.com/pages/ad-account-workshop


Getting invited to the Facebook HQ and signing

the Facebook Wall was the highlight of my 15

years of experience in performance marketing! 10-

year stint with Facebook Advertising are just the

thing for success! I love having access to senior

Facebook reps and no-spend limit ad accounts and

my goal is to connect my clients with my

resources!

Meet me at one of the meetups! I am frequently

invited to be a speaker at leading industry

conferences. Afiliados Brasil, Affiliate World Asia,

Affiliate Summit, China Affiliate Meetup, Moscow

Affiliate Conference, you name it! Been there, done

that!

I have been doing private workshops all over the
world now for years- selling out every time with
great reviews from marketers who are looking
forward to their next session together... Laguna
Beach, Las Vegas, Barcelona, Moscow, Xi'an - all
sold out!

JOIN THE CLUB!

My team and I work with 7-8 figure entrepreneurs where

having an active Facebook account can make the

difference between $10,000 - $30,000 a day.

Want to see a quick walk-through?
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Get an ad account that won't get banned!

Contact

IMQueen Consulting

https://www.imqueenconsulting.com

support@imqueenconsulting.com

IG: @imfbqueen

TikTok: @internetmarketingqueen

Facebook: @internetmarketingqueen

As stated earlier, there’s obviously a lot more to this than can possibly be conveyed in a

simple handbook like this one...

...which is why most of our readers choose to click here and register for our Online Training

Workshop where we can better teach you how to implement all of this.

With that said, it’s my sincere hope that you at least have an idea about how to not get

banned in the future!

SUMMARY
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